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his groundbreaking book forcing chess moves exploring the thought processes behind master tactics won the
prestigious 2008 chess café book of the year award learn how to calculate in chess by using forcing moves such as
checks threats and captures improve your skills with examples of checkmate in three combinations queen
sacrifices and saving draws an important principle in chess is the concept of the forcing move a forcing move is
one which requires the opponent to reply in a certain way or which greatly limits the ways in which he can
respond essentially a forcing move is either a check a capture or a threat every chess fan marvels at the wonderful
combinations with which famous masters win games how do they find those fantastic moves do they have a special
vision and why do computers outwit us forcing chess oves white strikes fast before black can castle 21 0 0 a
mistake but it was not easy to spot the trap which i managed to discover by calculating the most forced moves 21
fxe6 22 xc5 xc5 23 b8 f7 24 xd7 21 xf5 was the only chance 22 exd7 xd7 23 xd7 xd7 gives white by studying
forcing sequences according to hertan s method you will develop analytical precision improve your tactical vision
overcome human bias and staleness and enjoy the calculation of difficult positions this new and extended fourth
edition of hertan s award winning modern classic includes 50 extra pages with new and instructive combinations
there is a foreword by three time us chess champion joel benjamin and a special foreword to this new edition by
swedish grandmaster pontus carlsson every chess fan marvels at the wonderful combinations with which famous
masters win games how do they find those fantastic moves do they have a special vision and why do computers
outwit us charles hertan lives near northampton massachusetts with his wife rhonda and daughter emma his
groundbreaking book forcing chess moves exploring the thought processes behind master tactics won the
prestigious 2008 chess café book of the year award by studying forcing sequences according to hertan s method
you will develop analytical precision improve your tactical vision overcome human bias and staleness and enjoy
the calculation of alex moellering talks about forcing moves in chess this includes checks and captures which
force an opponent to respond in a specific way originally on t nm dan heisman defines the forcing moves checks
captures and threats the moves that initiate all tactics he defines threats and gives multiple example this rich
book on chess tactics proposes a revolutionary method for finding winning moves charles hertan has made an
astonishing discovery the failure to consider key moves is often due to human bias your brain tends to disregard
many winning moves because they are counter intuitive or look unnatural the key to better calculation forcing
chess moves use computer eyes to improve your tactical vision by charles hertan publication date 2008 topics
chess chess books collection publisher new in chess chess tactics 101 introduction forcing moves hi folks check
out the intro and first video of my new course for chess university chess tactics 101 more what is a forced move in
chess a forced move is one that a player must make to respond to a threat posed by an opponent if a player s king
is in check for instance that player must make a move that gets their king out of check this new and extended
fourth edition of hertan s award winning modern classic includes 50 extra pages with new and instructive
combinations there is a foreword by three time us chess champion joel benjamin and a special foreword to this
new edition by swedish grandmaster pontus carlsson by studying forcing sequences according to hertan s method
you will develop analytical precision improve your tactical vision overcome human bias and staleness enjoy the
calculation of difficult positions win more games by recognizing moves that matter every chess fan marvels at the
wonderful combinations with which famous masters win games how do they find those fantastic moves do they
have a special vision and why do computers outwit us tactically this rich book on chess tactics proposes a
revolutionary method for finding winning moves forcing moves are checks threats and captures those are moves
that the opponent must respond to immediately in order to avoid losing material or the game



forcing chess moves the key to better calculation May 12 2024
his groundbreaking book forcing chess moves exploring the thought processes behind master tactics won the
prestigious 2008 chess café book of the year award

forcing moves chess lessons chess com Apr 11 2024
learn how to calculate in chess by using forcing moves such as checks threats and captures improve your skills
with examples of checkmate in three combinations queen sacrifices and saving draws

forcing moves part 1 chess com Mar 10 2024
an important principle in chess is the concept of the forcing move a forcing move is one which requires the
opponent to reply in a certain way or which greatly limits the ways in which he can respond essentially a forcing
move is either a check a capture or a threat

forcing chess moves the key to better calculation Feb 09 2024
every chess fan marvels at the wonderful combinations with which famous masters win games how do they find
those fantastic moves do they have a special vision and why do computers outwit us

forcing chess moves chessware Jan 08 2024
forcing chess oves white strikes fast before black can castle 21 0 0 a mistake but it was not easy to spot the trap
which i managed to discover by calculating the most forced moves 21 fxe6 22 xc5 xc5 23 b8 f7 24 xd7 21 xf5 was
the only chance 22 exd7 xd7 23 xd7 xd7 gives white

forcing chess moves the key to better calculation goodreads Dec 07
2023
by studying forcing sequences according to hertan s method you will develop analytical precision improve your
tactical vision overcome human bias and staleness and enjoy the calculation of difficult positions

forcing chess moves new and extended 4th edition the key Nov 06
2023
this new and extended fourth edition of hertan s award winning modern classic includes 50 extra pages with new
and instructive combinations there is a foreword by three time us chess champion joel benjamin and a special
foreword to this new edition by swedish grandmaster pontus carlsson

forcing chess moves the key to better calculation google play Oct 05
2023
every chess fan marvels at the wonderful combinations with which famous masters win games how do they find
those fantastic moves do they have a special vision and why do computers outwit us

amazon com forcing chess moves the key to better Sep 04 2023
charles hertan lives near northampton massachusetts with his wife rhonda and daughter emma his
groundbreaking book forcing chess moves exploring the thought processes behind master tactics won the
prestigious 2008 chess café book of the year award



forcing chess moves the key to better calculation Aug 03 2023
by studying forcing sequences according to hertan s method you will develop analytical precision improve your
tactical vision overcome human bias and staleness and enjoy the calculation of

forcing moves beginner breakdown youtube Jul 02 2023
alex moellering talks about forcing moves in chess this includes checks and captures which force an opponent to
respond in a specific way originally on t

learn chess the forcing moves checks captures threats Jun 01 2023
nm dan heisman defines the forcing moves checks captures and threats the moves that initiate all tactics he
defines threats and gives multiple example

forcing chess moves the key to better calculation Apr 30 2023
this rich book on chess tactics proposes a revolutionary method for finding winning moves charles hertan has
made an astonishing discovery the failure to consider key moves is often due to human bias your brain tends to
disregard many winning moves because they are counter intuitive or look unnatural

the key to better calculation forcing chess moves use Mar 30 2023
the key to better calculation forcing chess moves use computer eyes to improve your tactical vision by charles
hertan publication date 2008 topics chess chess books collection publisher new in chess

chess tactics 101 introduction forcing moves youtube Feb 26 2023
chess tactics 101 introduction forcing moves hi folks check out the intro and first video of my new course for chess
university chess tactics 101 more

forced move chess terms chess com Jan 28 2023
what is a forced move in chess a forced move is one that a player must make to respond to a threat posed by an
opponent if a player s king is in check for instance that player must make a move that gets their king out of check

forcing chess moves new and extended 4th edition Dec 27 2022
this new and extended fourth edition of hertan s award winning modern classic includes 50 extra pages with new
and instructive combinations there is a foreword by three time us chess champion joel benjamin and a special
foreword to this new edition by swedish grandmaster pontus carlsson

forcing chess moves the key to better calculation Nov 25 2022
by studying forcing sequences according to hertan s method you will develop analytical precision improve your
tactical vision overcome human bias and staleness enjoy the calculation of difficult positions win more games by
recognizing moves that matter

forcing chess moves the key to better calculation paperback Oct 25
2022
every chess fan marvels at the wonderful combinations with which famous masters win games how do they find
those fantastic moves do they have a special vision and why do computers outwit us tactically this rich book on
chess tactics proposes a revolutionary method for finding winning moves



powerful moves chess lessons chess com Sep 23 2022
forcing moves are checks threats and captures those are moves that the opponent must respond to immediately in
order to avoid losing material or the game
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